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Opening scene: Deep space.  An unfamiliar spaceship is crusing. Camera goes to an interior shot where we see 2 familiar officers ;)
KIMBERLY (chattering): Can you tell us what kind of c-creature it is, Professor Cummings(?)? 
[Camera switches to the spaceship's interior.  A woman (in pink) is holding a gadget in front of a chunk of ice.]
PROFESSOR: Not yet.  Probably been extinct for well over 3 billion years.
ACE: *brrrr* -We're- gonna be extinct if we don't get some h-heat in here.
KIMBERLY: This one of a kind creature must be preserved.
ACE: I mean, it's cold!
KIMBERLY: Well, things may be heating up.  There's a red-hot meteor shower up ahead.
ACE: No big deal; Space Ace is cool.  Space Ace is...
[Ace transforms into his younger self.]
DEXTER: ...having a problem with these stupid mittens!
[Camera goes to an outside shot of the spaceship, which is weaving all over space like a drunk bird. Several meteors come dangerously close to hitting the ship.]
KIMBERLY: Dexter, watch what you're doing!
[Camera switches to an interior shot of the Professor & the chunk of ice, which is melting.]
PROFESSOR: The ice is melting!
{*MoKat gives a "Golden Duh!" award to the Professor, then continues transcribing*}
[Camera pans left to show Kimberly and Dexter.  The chunk of ice slides toward Dexter. 
PROFESSOR (off-screen): Please!  Get it out of this heat!
[A furry, green arm breaks out of the ice and grabs at Dexter.]
DEXTER: Please!  Get his(?) hand off my shoulder!
[Camear goes back to an exterior shot.  A large meteor narrowly misses the spaceship.]
KIMBERLY: There.  Everything's under control -now-, Professor.
[Camear switches to an interior shot, thus showing the creature still trying to grab Dexter.]
DEXTER: I'm not so sure, Kimmie.
PROFESSOR: Oh, no!  This is -not- good!
{And lines like that one is why she deserved a "Golden Duh!"...}
KIMBERLY: It's actually -moving-!
{It took her -this- long to notice?!}
DEXTER: And so are we! *runs out of the shot*
[All 3 humans huddle at the rear of the spaceship as the creature thaws out completely and roars at them; they run and the creature chases them.  Camera switches to an outside shot of the spaceship, which is flying erratically (because nobody is piloting the dang thing).]
KIMBERLY: This way, Dexter!
[The ship seems to be heading toward Earth now.]
PROFESSOR: Whoa-oa-oa!  Look out!
DEXTER: Stop!

[Scene shift: Space Command, exterior shot.  Camera zooms in, then goes to an interior shot.]
Space Marshal Vaughn [SMV]: People of the press...
SMV: Professor Cummings(?), along with Officers Space Ace and Kimberly, are returning from the planet Trolloff(?) with an example of the most perfectly preserved prehistoric alien creature ever to be discovered in the universe.
SMV (hears the ship coming): Right on schedule.
[Camera switches to a shot of the spaceship, which crash-lands.  The green creature tears a hole in the hull and jumps out. The press runs away from SMV's podium.]
SMV: Please...remain calm.
SMV (watches as the creature runs past him): There must be some mistake.  Where's Space Ace?
[Dexter and Kimberly dash past SMV.]
KIMBERLY: Uh, he's in pursuit of the creature, Sir.
SMV: Well, help Space Ace!
[People are running around in a panic.  The creature breaks through a wall and upsets the buffet table.  Food goes airborne.]
DEXTER: This running around -does- work up a big appetite. *catches a sandwich*
[The creature chases Dexter through a doorway that is marked "DANGER".]
DEXTER: Hey!  Pick on someone your own size!
KIMBERLY: *stops* No, Dexter!  Don't go in the Missile Lab!
PROFESSOR: Come with me.  I have an idea how we can capture it.
[The creature chases Dexter through the Missile Lab.  Dexter hops onto a yellow missile (and is still holding the sandwich).]
DEXTER: You can have it! *gives the sandwich to the creature*  I understand; you haven't eaten in 30 million years.
[Dexter accidentally pulls a lever with his foot; the missile vibrates as it prepares to launch.]
DEXTER: Somebody stop this thing!
[The missile launches; the creature eats the sandwich and chases the missile.]
DEXTER: Oh, no!
[Kimberly and the Professor drag a cage into the shot.  Dexter zooms past them on the missile.]
KIMBERLY: Quick, they're headed for the tunnel!
[Dexter transforms back into Ace.  He turns the missile around.]
ACE: All right!  Jets out(?) perfectly! {3:40}
[The creature stops...and is kncoked onto the missile.
ACE: The old through the legs trick.
[Kimberly and the Professor shove the cage up to the tunnel opening.  Ace tilts the missile up, causing it to crash into the ceiling, thus dropping the creature into the cage (and face-first into a pile of food).  Ace, who had somehow jumped clear, lands in front of Kimberly.]
ACE: Good work!
PROFESSOR: Now, for the good of this extraordinary creature,  we better return it to its home planet.
[Camera transitions to a view of Borf's planet, then zooms in.  An exterior shows several alien beats in cages.  Borf walks into the shot (from the left) and the camera follows him.]
BORF (sounds pleased): Ahhh...what a powerful army of attack beasts I have assembled.
[Borf stops in front of a furry, green beast which looks like a female version of the creature that had thawed out of the ice.]
BORF: And you Zee-Zee(?) shall soon lead all the other beasts on a monster attack against Earth!
LA GRIN: Excellent one, Space Ace and Kimberly have captured a huge and mighty prehistoric beast.  They've set up a shuttle to return it to its home planet.
BORF (rubs his hands): I'll snatch that beast from Space Ace, using your help *points to the green beast*
[The green beast roars as the camera fades to black.]
[End of Act 1]

[Act 2 Opening Scene: A familiar-looking spaceship flies through space;  a buzzer gains on it from the rear.]
BORF: Stay on the shuttle's blind side, La Grin.  They won't be able to see us.
[camera switches to an interior shot of the buzzer]
BORF: Now, Zee-Zee(?), fetch other beast.
[The cage opens and the green beast climbs to the top of the shuttle, rips off a panel, and enters.  Kimberly notices.]
KIMBERLY: Another creature?
[The female beast walks over to the male beast; both appear to be flirting.]
KIMBERLY: They seem to like each other.
[The female beast rips off the cage door to free the male beast.]
ACE: Look out!
[The humans duck as the green aliens leap over them...and out of the shuttle.]
ACE: What?  That's Borf's buzzer out there.
[Ace leaps back into the shuttle's pilot seat.]
ACE: Hang on.

[Scene Change: Borf's HQ.]  
ACE: If ol' Borf can sneak up on us...
[We see the shuttle (which looks like a comet at the moment) fly through a hangar door.]
ACE: ...we can do the same.
[The shuttle returns to normal then lands.  Camera cuts to a view of a robot patroling the area.  Ace & Kim peek out from behind an arch.]
ACE: Get ready, Kimberly.
[They climb a ladder.]
KIMBERLY: Borf's animal garrison should be close by.
{How does she know -that-?!}
[They peek into a room full of cages.  Camera pans left to reveal Borf, holding a club, standing next to a pair of dummies that resemble Ace & Kim.]
BORF: *points to the dummies with his club* Attack!
[Camera switches view to show the two green alien beasts; the female seems to be giving the male a massage.]
BORF: Attack that dummy Space Ace!
[The male beast roars, then the female beast growls as the camera switches to Ace & Kimberly.]
KIMBERLY: There's our creature.  Borf's training him to be an attack beast.
ACE: Not while -I'm- here his isn't.
[Ace climbs down, but transforms into his younger self.]
DEXTER: Whoa-oa! *falls*
DEXTER: Whoa!  
[Dexter's foot snags a wire, leaving him dangling right over Borf's head.  Fortunately, Borf had his hands over his ears to protect them from all the roaring going on.]
BORF: Zee-Zee, pipe down!  
[The male beast grabs Borf and flings him up into the air.  Borf's head breaks through the top of the cage.]
DEXTER: Barfy!
BORF: You?  Here?  Arrrghh!
[Kimberly pulls up Dexter.]
KIMBERLY: Come on.  Let's get the creature outta here.
[The male beast breaks out of its cage and frees the female beast.  They rub noses, then flee.]
BORF: Stop!  Stop them!  All of them!
[Dexter heres crashing sounds as he opens a door,]
DEXTER: Well, we know where they are.
[They enter a large room.]
KIMBERLY: Where are they?
DEXTER: There they are! *points upward*
[Camera switches to the beasts, which are swining around on some sort of electrical equipment (transformers?).  They climb down to the ground, then a door opens.  Borf comes through and he does not look very amused.]
BORF: Pups!
[A pair of Patrol Pups, each holding a net in their jaws, bound into the room and chase the beasts around.]
BORF: Now space fools, your rescue mission has -failed-!  Guards!
[A pair of horny little aliens armed with shock sticks charge.  Borf rubs his hands, then looks shocked as he looks up.]
BORF: Pups?
[The aliens beasts had caught the pups in the nets and are twirling them.  They hurl said pups at Borf. ]
BORF: No.
BORF: You pitiful pups!
KIMBERLY: Dexter, this way!
[The beasts knock over some equipment.]
KIMBERLY: Dexter!  Above you!
[Dexter looks up and sees the falling equipment; Kimberly drags him out of the way.  Ace transforms back to normal, then picks up Kimberly and carries her.]
ACE: Thanks, Kim.
[Ace puts down Kim, draws his blaster, and blasts a hole in the catwalk.]
ACE: C'mon. Quick!
[They leap down the hole and land on a moving conveyor belt.]
KIMBERLY: Space Ace, we're on the fuel belt!
ACE: Yeah, heading for the final meltdown.
[Ace leaps on top of the crusher.]
ACE: Kimberly, jump!
[She does and Ace grabs her hand.]
ACE: Follow me.
KIMBERLY: Do I have a choice?
[They leap on top of some machinery, which flings them into the air like a catapult.  Ace grabs a wire and swings with Kim in tow.]
ACE: Looks like the creatures have swung through here before us.
[Kimberly lands, and just as Ace is about to follow suit, he transforms...and does not land very gracefully. :p ]
BORF (shouting): Stop them I say!  *points*
[They run to the shuttle and open the door.
DEXTER: Whoa!  *trips into the shuttle*
KIMBERLY: Look, Dexter.  There they are!
[Camera goes to a shot of the female beast snuggling in the male's lap.  The male alien beast is sitting in the pilot's chair; he waves at them.]
KIMBERLY: Let's go.
[The shuttle blasts off.]
BORF: I command you to stop!
BORF: After them, you incompetent fool!
LA GRIN: No power to boost the buzzers, Excellency.
[Borf looks like he's sulking. :D]

[Scene Shift: the shuttle is flying through space.  Camera switches to a shot of Kimberly flying said shuttle.]
KIMBERLY: They just love -you-, Dexter.
[Camera switches to a shot of Dexter sitting between the two beasts.  They hug and kiss him repeatedly.]
DEXTER: Hey. *laughs*  These are the kind of "attack beasts" I really go for.
[Camera fades to black.]

***End of Transcript***












